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＜China’s third-party market is becoming
overcrowded＞

＜Chinese makers expanding sales in the OEM
market filled by more domestic products＞

I. Theme
[2020 version of Photoconductor Market Forecast]
“The Future of the Photoconductor Industry: Seeking the New Chinese Market Strategy”

= How to deal with the China-first market =
II. Abstract
After Beijing announced a policy to buy Chinese-made products first in 2020, makers quickly responded to deal with the
situation.
First, Konica Minolta has decided to further advance its partnership with Ninestar Group and extend OEM supply to copiers
(A3 MFP) and production printers. Then, Canon announced an extensive alliance with Chinese major stationery maker Deli
to prevent shipments of its printers from dropping further. It remains to be seen how much the Chinese makers are expected
to be involved in product development, but they’ll probably take a step further into the development process, rather than just
being engaged in sales. If other makers follow suit, it will lead to the transformation of the office equipment industry.
China is already the largest printer market made up of around 8.7 million units produced a year. The market of copiers and
MFP in the country is also growing to create a giant market of more than 900,000 units a year. And yet, Chinese makers only
have a small proportion of 6-plus percent of market share, suggesting there’s quite a large possibility for them to replace
foreign brands including those from Japan in the coming years.
Amid this, new Chinese printer makers are mushrooming so heavily they could reach an unimaginable level of shipment
volume in one year. Makers normally begin with monochrome A4 printers before advancing to MFP and color devices.
Since these monochrome printers are much less challenging to produce, even their functional components such as
photoconductors are quickly replaced by Chinese products. Chinese makers overtook Japanese counterparts in productions of
photoconductors in 2018 and will keep producing even more. In Japan, there’re more and more makers that have come to
adopt Chinese photoconductor substrates.
From a technical perspective, Japan is leading the development of photoconductors but there’s little room for new
development, in contrast to Chinese makers that never spare technical investment. They could eventually catch up with
Japanese makers. For Japanese makers, winning the court ruling over the patent dispute will not secure growth. They would
rather be weakened unless efforts are made to increase market share in the Chinese market. Even though Japanese makers
have technical advantages over 20φ small-sized photoconductors or photoconductors with OCL yielding more pages for
high-speed machines and copiers, being able to capture the market is a different story.
Under these circumstances, Data Supply Inc. will conduct interviews that cover a wide range of aspects such as development,
production, supply, materials, and substrates, in terms of their status quo and prospects.
We hope the 30th edition of the report will be helpful to our readers.
III. Target items and makers
1. Target items
1) Photoconductor

OPC drum
Se-based drum
a-Si drum

2) Aluminum substrate for photoconductors
3) Photoconductive layer coating materials

2. Target Makers
1) Photoconductor makers (10 in Japan, 26 overseas) 2) Photoconductor's substrate makers (4 in Japan, 7 overseas)
3) Substrate processing makers (8 in Japan, 1 overseas)
4) Makers of photoconductor's coating materials (CTL / CGL / UCL / OCL) (11 in Japan, 2 overseas)
5) Hardware makers (8 copier makers, 20 printer makers, 4 FAX makers)
IV. Research Period and Methodology
1. Research period: 2017 to 2023 Regions: Japan, North America, Europe, South Korea, Taiwan, China, and other regions.
2. Methodology: 1) On-site and in-person interviews with target makers 2) Analysis and review of open literatures,
materials, statistics, and other sources 3) Analysis of Data Supply's own proprietary database
V. Format and Report Preparation Period
1. Study format: Multi-client study 2. Report preparation period: January and February 2020
3. Publication date: The English version: April 17, 2020 (Japanese version was published on February 26, 2020)
4. Report format: A4 size/PDF format 5. Price: $5,200
6. Researchers: Mr. Yukio YAMAMOTO, Mr. Kosuke YOSHIDA, and Mr. Masafumi HARIU
E-mail: <yamamoto@datasupply.jp> <yoshida@datasupply.jp>
Phone: +81-3-3831-9201
FAX: +81-3-3831-9204
<hariu@datasupply.jp> Homepage: http://www.datasupply.jp/
7. How to Apply: Please send us an email with your name, company, department, and phone number included to Data
Supply Inc. at infods@datasupply.jp or any researcher shown above.
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